Known for Education

A personal learning environment for the connected student.
Known is a simple, modern platform for publishing, discussing, and sharing content. Known allows students
and teachers to easily create websites, share research, and blog.

Key Benefits in Education
•

Teachers can create and manage discussion-centered class sites that support blogging,
commenting, photo uploads, video embedding, and more.

•

Classroom sites are perfect for posting and discussing assignments, works in-progress, research
bookmarks, and other course materials.

•

Students can create personal websites for projects, assignments, and e-portfolios.

•

Students gain exposure to digital technologies and social media while publishing from their personal
site.

•

Published content can be syndicated to a variety of platforms, including Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn,
Google+, Foursquare, Flickr, SoundCloud, WordPress, Diigo, Tumblr, and a school LMS.

•

Access controls allow students to share work publicly, privately, or with select classmates or
teachers.

To learn about the full list of features available in Known, please visit withknown.com/education.
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Our Infrastructure or Yours
We offer Known as a robust hosted platform. Content is sent over HTTPS, and we use dynamic cloud
infrastructure that scales to meet demand. Uploaded files are automatically served over a CDN. If you
choose to host Known on your own campus servers, we require PHP 5.4+ with a MySQL back-end. The
core of the Known platform is open source, and our campus management solution is licensed on an annual
basis.

Open and Customizable
With Known, every feature has an API interface, allowing the community to organically find and create new
uses for Known. A modular, plugin-based architecture allows new themes and functionality to be created
easily, in order to tailor your Known sites to your campus needs – or the needs of a single course.

Known for Education - Campus License
A Known campus license allows schools to easily deploy and manage Known sites across an entire
institutional community. Sites include all of the features of Known Pro at a fraction of the cost. Optional
campus additions include LMS integration, grade book software, and SAML, LTI or LDAP support.
With a Known campus license, pricing is per-site and is tiered based on the number of sites. A campus
license includes single-contact email support. Billing is annual, and a one-time setup cost may apply.
Remote or on-site training is available.

Sample Pricing
500 sites

$2,000 / year

2,500 sites

$9,500 / year

12,000 sites

$24,750 / year

If you host Known on your own campus servers, different pricing applies. To discuss integrations and get a
custom quote for your campus, contact us at education@withknown.com.

